
Transparent LCD

Displays

Showcase Your Products with Innovation
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Transparent LCD Display Cases offer 
exciting new ways to engage your audience.
 The HD LCD technology combined with 
a transparent screen substrate opens up 
creative avenues that have never been 
an option with traditional LCD screens. 
Presenting solid black pixels on a transparent 
background can offer intriguing ways to 
deliver visual information to your audience, 
being used to reveal or conceal whatever is 
behind the screen.

The uses for this technology are limited 
only by your imagination. Retail windows, 
interactive booths, display cases, 
interactive games, vending machines, 
drinks coolers, this list goes on.. 

Sizes: MAGICVIUMAGICVIU offers transparent box 
display in dimensions of from 21.5” to 86，, 
giving you great convenience to instantly 
showcase your star products at diverse 
occasions like museums, exhibitions, and 
boutique window decorations with the 
captivating motion graphics played on 
the outside screen. Customized sizes for 
special applications can be supplied on 
request.

21.5”- 86”
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TRANSPARENT LCD TOUCH SCREENS

If you’re looking for a compelling and 
engaging solution that goes beyond the 
traditional touch display, a transparent 
touch screen is the answer. 

As part of a transparent showcase, these 
screens can also be granted touch capability 
by combining them with touch foils or touch 
frames, to add an interactive element to 
your installation. This creates a very powerful 
impact when the content on screen integrates 
with real life objects behind the screen, 
encouraging viewers to interact on a level 
that will exceed expectations.
Transparent touch screens bring two 
innovative technologies together to create a 
cutting edge display that is hard to ignore.
Attract more with MAGICVIUMAGICVIU innovative 
transparent displays, combining an interactive 
screen effect through the merchandise 
display and image information. These can be 
ideal to highlight your exquisite products in 
season to effectively boost the sales.
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STAND OUT AND SHINE...
TRANSPARENT LCD Fridge Door
The Transparent LCD Screen Display or Transparent 
Display is surprisingly versatile and can even be 
fitted to a custom-made refrigerator door or be 
installed into small fridges with the screen already 
attached to a glass refrigerator door. Interactivity 
can be added to the Transparent LCD Screen 
Display, in order to engage the users and catch 
their attention. This is a perfect solution to be used 
in retail displays and many more. The Transparent 
Screen can be integrated into displays furniture 
as part of the decoration or be used for a specific 
event.

Benefits:
•  In combination with transparent display 
technology this innovativedigital cooler replaces 
the entire conventional front door glass witha 
transparent Digital LCD Display assembly.
• The transparent LCD allows for clear viewing 
of product throughthe glass, while simultaneously 
having the ability to run Full HDcontent in a “see-
through “manner in front of the product.
• The MAGICVIUMAGICVIU transparent LCD cooler door is 
truly a turn-key solutionwith all required technology 
and hardware included.

You own a fridge or vending machine?
MAGICVIUMAGICVIU just supplies the transparent LCD screen on 
any cooler or vending machine door. We champion a 
whole variety of screens for different cooler door sizes.
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